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Abstract. Topology control in wireless sensor networks is an important issue for
scalability and energy efficiency. It is often based on graph reduction performed
through the use of Gabriel Graph or Relative Neighborhood Graph. This graph
reduction is usually based on geometric values. In this paper we tackle the prob-
lem of possible connectivity loss in the reduced graph by applying a batterylevel
based reduction graph. Experiments are conducted to evaluate our proposition.
Results are compared with RNG reduction which takes into account only the
strength of the received signal (RSSI). Results show that our algorithmmaintains
network connectivity longer than solutions from the literature and balancesthe
energy consumption over nodes.
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1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks have been under big scientific interest past few years. They
are intended to be deployed in hostile environments (battlefield, forest, etc.). Therefore,
it is expected that a large number of cheap simple sensor devices will be randomly
scattered over the region of interest. These devices are powered by batteries and have
limited processing and memory capabilities. Among numerous challenges faced while
designing WSN protocols, maintaining connectivity and maximizing the network life-
time stand out as critical considerations. Important results have been given aiming at
generic solutions which will be easily implemented on the variety of platforms used for
building wireless sensor networks.

Topology control via per-node transmission power adjustment has been shown to be
effective in extending network lifetime and increasing network capacity (due to better
spatial reuse of spectrum). Generally, nodes compute a graph reduction on their local
view of the network, such as Gabriel Graph (GG) or Relative Neighborhood Graph
(RNG) [14]. In the RNG construction, in every triangleuvw, the link with the worst
value is logically removed in the outcome graph. This graph reduction allows a node
to consider only a subset of its neighborhood by keeping connectivity. Then, a node
adjusts its range such that the further node in the graph reduction can still be reached.

Most common way to apply graph reduction is by using Euclidean distance as a
weight function for reduction. Connection between received signal strength (RSSI) of
the sensor nodes and distance between sensors allows usage of RSSI as the indicator
of this distance. The distance between the nodes and RSSI areinversely proportional.



In addition, RSSI gives a value on the quality of links. The underlying idea is that
longer edges are the most expensive ones so removing them improves energy efficiency.
Nevertheless, these methods do not consider the energy level of nodes. And if a node
exhausts its battery and fails, it may disconnect the network.

In this paper, we introduce a novel algorithm for topology control which takes into
account battery level of each sensor. Battery level is considered as normal or critical if
under a threshold. We give appropriate weight to each link inthe graph according to the
battery levels of its end nodes. We introduce a metric calledpower factor which divides
links into three sets:

– reliable links – the ones with normal battery level on both ends (power factor= 0),
– suspicious links with critical battery level on one of the sides (power factor= 1)

and
– bad links with critical battery level on both ends (power factor = 2).

By using this metric as main weight in the graph reduction, reliable links are preferred
to suspicious and bad links and suspicious links are preferred to bad links. As a result,
weak nodes have a limited role in the graph connectivity and have no impact on the
network connectivity when they fail. Graph reduction is recomputed periodically since
battery level evolves during the time. This allows extending the whole network lifetime.
To validate our scheme, we run experiment on real nodes. Experimentation results show
that our algorithm maintains network connectivity longer than solutions from literature,
balancing connectivity over nodes when needed.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Relatedworks are presented
in Section 3. Section 2 presents our model and assumptions. Our main contribution is
introduced in Section 4 and evaluated in Section 5. Finally,we conclude and discuss
future works in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Model

We consider a sensor network where nodes are randomly scattered, aware of their geo-
graphical location and able to tune their transmission range between 0 andR (R > 0).
The network is modeled as a graphG = (V, E) whereV is the set of sensors andE is the
set of edges.uv ∈ E if and only if there exists a radio link between sensorsu andv, i.e.
they are in communication range of each other. We denote byN(u) the set of physical
neighbors of nodeu, i.e. the set of nodesv such thatuv ∈ E. Let δ(u) = |N(u)| be the
cardinality ofN(u), also called the degree of nodeu. We also defineNRNG(u) ⊂ N(u)
the set of RNG neighbors of nodeu. Every node is aware of its battery level, denoted
asBL(u) for nodeu. We consider that every nodeu has a unique identifier. We denote
the identifier of nodeu asID(u).

2.2 Assumptions

We assume that a nodeu is aware of every edge within its neighborhood,i.e. nodeu
knows every edgevw such thatv , w and such thatv ∈ {u ∪ N(u)} ∧ {w ∈ N(u)}. This



can be achieved by two ways: either nodes are aware of their positions and of the one of
their neighbors (nodes broadcast their position in Hello messages) or nodes are aware of
their 2-neighborhood (nodes broadcast their neighbor listin Hello messages). If nodes
are aware of their positions, they can easily compute the edge length. If they are not, we
assume that nodeu can estimate the distance between itself and its neighborv by the
use of the RSSI. The use of the RSSI has an additional feature.Indeed, even if it is not
always inversely proportional to the distance, it gives an indication on the link quality.
Thus if the link is short and it has a low RSSI, that means that the quality is poor and
equivalent to a very distant node.

3 Related Work

Graph reductions are often used for topology control in wireless sensor networks. Al-
most every topology control is based around some graph reduction strategy with the
aim to keep certain parts and properties of the graph and optimize communication be-
tween the nodes and energy used. Indeed, the idea is to perform a graph reduction and
then adjust the transmission power of every node in such a waythat they can reach the
further neighbor in the resulting graph. Some of the graph reductions are based on the
geometric properties of the graphs and propose topology control using certain geomet-
ric structures like minimum spanning trees [9], Delaunay triangulation [3] or Gabriel
graph and some propose usage of cluster based-algorithms, like connected dominating
sets. A major drawback of techniques such as minimum spanning trees and Delaunay
triangulation is the lack of localized properties of the algorithm.

Relative neighborhood graph was first presented in [14]. Theprinciple is as follows.
In every triangle, the link with the greatest weight is removed. RNG is widely used and
on most of utilizations the weight considered is the distance [1,12]. So, the longest edge
in each triangle is removed. RNG has the great advantage to becomputed locally (every
node only needs to know its neighbors and links between them)and it is not limited
to the usage of geometric properties of the graph. Other variants use the RSSI [4] or
the expected transmission count (ETX) [8, 15] as a metric. While it can be used as a
notion of distance RSSI still cannot be considered as precise and reliable enough to
be solely used. RSSI and ETX are mainly used as quantitative values of link quality.
RSSI as a possible metric for RNG graph reduction is much discussed and while some
authors state that it is under appreciated [11] others are advocating against it stating its
unreliability as the major problem.

In [5], authors apply a primary filter before performing a RSSI-based RNG. Indeed,
a node first observes its neighborhood and removes every neighbor for which the RSSI
is to low or not stable enough. Topology control is built by using the RSSI as the weight
function. Algorithm runs in three steps:(i) neighborhood discovery – in which each
node is sending Hello messages in order to find out its neighbors and the quality of
the connection with them (value of the RSSI which is implicitly sent as the part of
the Hello message),(ii) filtering possible neighbors and removing the ones with RSSI
under a given threshold level – in this way unreliable links are removed before applying
topology control(iii) RNG reduction – RNG algorithm is applied to all nodes, it is run in
a distributed way, meaning that each nodeu runs RNG algorithm on its neighborhood,



removing nodev ∈ N(u) from the list of its RNG neighbors if there exists a nodew such
that:

∃w ∈ {N(u) ∩ N(v)} | ((RS S I(u, v) < RS S I(u,w)) ∧ (RS S I(u, v) < RS S I(v,w)))

Problems of energy consumption and energy conserving are also one of the main
interests in area of wireless sensor networks [2]. Great number of proposed algorithms
are built to be energy efficient. Using different types of batteries with different capacities
has an impact on the lifetime of the wireless sensor network presented in [6], [7] and
[10]. In these papers authors analyze the problems of different battery levels from the
wireless sensor network lifetime extension point of view. However these papers do not
consider dynamic reconfiguration of the network in cases when some of the nodes reach
certain battery levels, rather just the problem when one of the nodes disconnects due to
the loss of power.

In this paper, we propose to apply a battery level based RNG inconjunction with
RSSI value in order to take the advantage of works from the literature. We consider
dynamic reconfiguration of the graph when battery levels of nodes evolve in time. The
usage of specific hardware allowed us to have information about the critical battery
levels of the sensor nodes. These two informations, along with the unique ID of each
sensor node (also hardware specific property) forms the metric which is then used for
topology control using relative neighborhood graph.

4 Battery-level based RNG

In this section, we introduce our topology control algorithm. It is a Relative Neighbor-
hood Graph in which the metric to be considered takes into consideration the battery
level of nodes. The main idea is that nodes that are running out of energy should be
given less importance and appear as leaves in the resulting graph. In this way, when
their battery is exhausted, the network will not be disconnected and we avoid costly
graph re-computing.

Nevertheless, the battery level can not be used directly by the algorithm since battery
level is related to a node and RNG graph uses metrics related to links. Value assigned
to link uv between nodesu and v should be the same from the point of view ofu
and from the point of view ofv to avoid links to be removed improperly and network
disconnections. Therefore, we first assign a value to edges based on node battery levels.

4.1 Making Connection from Voltage Level to RNG Weight Function

In order to make a connection between battery level of two sensor nodes on each link,
we introduce a value calledpower factor. Power factor of linkkl, notedPF(k, l) is
determined using the voltage level of the two nodes on the link and is such thatPF ∈
{0,1,2}. We consider a battery level thresholdτ. If the battery level of a sensor node is
lower than this threshold, the node is considered as a critical node. Power Factor value
is assigned to every edge by using Algorithm 1 that takes as aninput value battery
level thresholdτ and battery level for all nodes. According to these values, Algorithm 1
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Fig. 1.Example for PF computation. Blue nodes have a high battery level. Red nodes have a low
battery level. Every link is assigned with a tuple (PF, distance(RS S I), |Id1− Id2|, |Id1+ Id2|)

divides sensor nodes into two sets:(i) normal battery state nodes, with battery level
higher thanτ, and(ii) critical battery state nodes, with battery level lower thanτ. Then
depending on the battery state of each sensor node on the link, the power factor is
assigned to each link as follows:

– power factor 0 – if both nodes are in normal battery state,
– power factor 1 – if exactly one of the nodes is in critical battery state,
– power factor 2 – if both nodes are in critical battery state.

Algorithm 1 is run on nodeu. It assumes that nodeu is aware of the battery level
of each of its neighbors and knows whether there exist a link between the two of them.
This information can be achieved through the use of Hello messages in which every
node piggybacks its battery level and its position if available otherwise its neighborhood
table. Based on this, nodeu is able to identify any triangle within its neighborhood and
then to assign power factor value on every of these links.

Algorithm 1 CalculatePower Factor
1: foreach k, l ∈ N(n) | k , l do
2: if (BL(k) > τ) ∧ (BL(l) > τ) then
3: PF(k, l)← 0
4: else if (BL(k) > τ) ∧ (BL(l) 6 τ) ∨ (BL(k) 6 τ) ∧ (BL(l) > τ) then
5: PF(k, l)← 1
6: else
7: PF(k, l)← 2
8: end if
9: end for

To illustrate the Power Factor computation, let us considerFigure 1. Nodes that
appear in blue are nodes which battery level is higher thanτ while red nodes are the



ones which battery level is lower thanτ. On this figure, linkad gets a Power Factor
equal to 0 since both nodesa andb have a high battery level. Linkgh gets a Power
Factor of 2 since it connects two nodes with a low battery level. Link bc connects two
nodes with different battery levels and thus gets the Power Factor value 1.

4.2 Algorithm for graph planarization using power factor

Once Power Factor is computed on every link, RNG computationcan be performed.
Nevertheless, since Power Factor only returns 3 different values, in a triangle, several
edges could hold the same Power Factor value. Thus we need to use a second metric that
allows nodes to choose between the nodes in such a way that every node of the triangle
take the same decision regarding edge removal to avoid network disconnections. To do
so, we apply the traditional RNG metrics,i.e. Euclidean distance between nodes and
then, to break any potential additional ties, the node identifiers. To ensure that every
node computes the same value for a link, we first compute the difference between the
identifiers of the two end nodes. Nevertheless, if node with ID 2 is connected to nodes
with ID 1 and 3, the two differences of ID remains the same. So, in such a case, we
consider afterwards the addition of IDs. Using both difference and addition of the nodes
IDs, we ensure that every node computes the same values for a link and that two links
in a triangle can not have the same values since nodes IDs are unique and we can not
have at the same result for both addition and difference for two different links in a same
triangle. Figure 2 shows the different values considered for every link. Every link holds
a set of values (PF, d, ID−, ID+) wherePF is the Power Factor,d is the Euclidean
length of edge,ID− is the difference between ID of end nodes andID+ is the addition
of ID of end nodes. As ID we have considered the rank of the letter in the alphabet. For
instance,ID(a) = 1, ID(b) = 2, etc. . . .

We define≺ as a binary total order such thatuv ≺ uw if and only if

– PF(uv) < PF(uw) or
– PF(uv) = PF(uw) ∧ d(u, v) < d(u,w) or
– PF(uv) = PF(uw) ∧ d(u, v) = d(u,w) ∧ |ID(u) − ID(v)| < |ID(u) − ID(w)|.
– PF(uv) = PF(uw)∧d(u, v) = d(u,w)∧ |ID(u)− ID(v)| = |ID(u)− ID(w)|∧ |ID(u)+

ID(v)| < |ID(u) + ID(w)|.

Yet, the edge removal runs as described by Algorithm 2. We assume that nodeu
is aware of the length of every edge within its neighborhood,either because nodes
are aware of their positions and broadcasts it in Hello messages to their neighbors, or
because they are able to estimate it based on RSSI for instance. Every node considers
every triangle within its neighborhood (like trianglesf ig, igh or e f g on Fig. 2) and
determines what edge to logically remove in the RNG. To do so,it first compares the
PF values of nodes. If one of edges has a lower PF value than otherones, it is removed
(e.g. link gh is removed in triangleigh on Figure 2).

If two edges have the same lower PF value or than every edge hasthe same PF
value, the longer one is removed. For instance, in trianglef ig on Figure 2, the longer
edge isf i and should be removed in a traditional RNG algorithm. Butf has a PF value
of 0 and thus it is kept. Instead, we remove edgeig which has the same PF value than
edgef g but is longer.
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Fig. 2. Example of value computation. Blue nodes have a high battery level. Red nodes have a
low battery level.

If edges hold the same PF value and are of the same length, tiesare broken by
considering the difference between identifiers of two nodes on the end of each edge.
The edge with the largest ID difference is removed. This is for instance the case in
trianglee f g on Fig. 2 where edgeseg and f g hold the same PF value and have the same
length. Their ID is used to differentiate them. Since|(ID( f )− ID(g)| < |(ID(e)− ID(g)|,
link eg is removed.

Algorithm 2 CalculateRNG
1: NRNG(u)← N(u)
2: CalculatePowerFactor(u)
3: {Nodeu computes PF factor of every link within its neighborhood.}

4: foreach v,w ∈ N(u) do
5: if uv ≺ vw ≺ uw or vw ≺ uv ≺ uw then
6: NRNG ← NRNG(u) \ {w} {Link uw is removed from the RNG.}
7: else
8: if uw ≺ vw ≺ uv or vw ≺ uw ≺ uv then
9: NRNG ← NRNG(u) \ {v}

10: {Link uv is removed from the RNG.}
11: else
12: {Link vw will be removed from the RNG.}
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: ReturnNRNG(u)

Execution of this algorithm is distributed in the sense thateach node is calculating
its own set of RNG neighbors, according to given condition and knowing its neigh-
borhood. As a result, we obtain a connected graph in which weaker edges have been
removed and where disappearance of weak nodes has a minimal impact of the graph



connectivity. Figure 3 compares the graph obtained after topology control when apply-
ing distance-based RNG (Fig. 3(a)) and our battery level based RNG (Fig. 3(b)). As
we can see, in our approach, critical nodes appear either as leaves in the graph (nodes
c, g, h, j) or in a redundant path (nodec). Yet, if one of these nodes fail, the network is
not impacted. At contrary, in the traditional RNG, there is no battery level concern and
critical nodes belong to principal paths. If nodeb, c or g fails, the network is discon-
nected.
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(b) Battery level based RNG

Fig. 3.Example for PF computation. Blue nodes have a high battery level. Red nodes have a low
battery level.

5 Implementation and results

In order to validate our proposition and highlight its valuable features, we run experi-
mentations over the SensLAB1 platform on the Lille site. It is worth noting that perfor-
mances of our solution strongly depend on the hardware architecture of sensor nodes

1 http://www.senslab.info/



used for the experiments, more precisely to the microcontroler that is being used on this
architecture. This platform is composed of WSN430 sensor nodes (see Fig. 4(a)). On
the Lille platform, these sensors are equipped with MSP430F1611, 16 bits RISC mi-
crocontroller, ultra low power multichannel RF transceivers CC2420, unique identifier
DS 2411, serial flash memoryM25P80.

(a) WSN430 (b) SensLAB platform

Fig. 4.WSN430 and SensLAB platform. INRIA/ Photo N. Fagot

5.1 Experimentation Set Up

We run our experiment on the Lille SensLAB platform. We select a 5× 6-node grid via
the SensLAB interface spread as depicted by Figure 5. In the SensLAB Lille platform
nodes are placed in grid on the distance ofd = 60cm between each other. We chose a
subset of nodes on the grid leaving out some of the nodes such that we can see what
happens with physically longer links and how the algorithm is applied to them.

Microcontroller MSP430F1611, as the whole MSP430x series,is equipped with
circuitry calledSupply Voltage Supervisor – SVS. This part of microcontroller follows
voltage level of the power supply of the microcontroller andgives user information
when power supply drops under fixed voltage level. SVS can detect 16 discreet voltage
levels ranging from 3.7V to 1.9V [13]. We use critical voltage level,τ = 3.7V, which
corresponds to value 1110 in the SVS register,i.e. we consider that a node has reached
a low battery level as soon as the microcontroller sends an information that the critical
voltage is reached. Experiments are run 12 hour long, duringthis time all sensors are
loaded with same program which runs RNG algorithm 2, calculating RNG neighbors in
distributed way, and recording statistics – neighbor candidates, RNG neighbors and the
parameters for each link (power factor, RSSI value, IDs). For the implementation of our
algorithm we use CSMA/CA MAC layer implementation provided by the SensTools
project2 and FreeRTOS port for MSP430 microcontrolers.

Our solution is compared to [5] from the literature. As detailed in Section 3, in [5],
a RNG is built based on the RSSI on links after a first filter on neighborhood. Our

2 http://senstools.gforge.inria.fr/



algorithm also uses the RSSI as a metric to estimate at the same time distance and link
quality as claimed in Section 2.2 but only as a secondary weight. We use the Power
Factor metric as primary one. We do not apply the filter used in[5] since we assume
that these bad links will be automatically removed in the RNGcomputation except if
the removal of these links disconnects the network.
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Fig. 5.Placement of the nodes on which the experiment is run. In SensLAB,d = 60cm.

5.2 Experimental results

Figure 6 shows the edges connecting node 46 to its neighbors after the initial exchange
of HELLO messages. For the sake of visibility, we have represented only these links.

Figure 7 shows after a topology control performed with our solution (Fig. 7(a)) and
with RSSI-based RNG with filters (Fig. 7(b)) like in [5]. At these pictures black edges
are RNG edges of the node 46, and yellow edges are RNG edges of the rest of the nodes,
ensuring the connectivity between node 46 and the rest of thenodes in its neighborhood.
At this step, all nodes have a high battery level and thus bothgraphs are equivalent. We
are running test program on the nodes making them exhaust thebattery, this program
is just made for the nodes to exchange messages and faster discharge batteries thus to
speed up the experiment.

Figure 8 shows the final topology control after some time, when some of the nodes
exhausted their batteries and brought them to the critical state. We can see that with
our solution (Fig. 8(a)), the network is still connected andthat weak nodes appear as
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Fig. 7.Topology after topology control.
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Fig. 8.Topology after topology control after nodes have exhausted their battery.

leaves in the reduced graph. We can also see that the network dynamically reorganized
itself: link 46− 47− 48, which allows node 46 to reach node 48, has been changed for
link 46 − 59− 49− 48 when the battery of node 48 has dropped under critical level.
Furthermore, if we consider complete discharge of the battery of the node 48 in this
case if we are using RSSI-based RNG then we will lose of connectivity between nodes
46 and 49 while battery-level based RNG is preserving connectivity between those two
nodes.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a new weight for applying RNG and topology control
in wireless sensor networks. This weight is primarily basedon battery level and is used
in such a way that links between and towards weak nodes are taken only if there is no
other path. Our algorithm extends the network lifetime. Algorithm has been validated
through experimentations. As future works, we intend to evaluate our solution more
deeply to measure more precisely the dynamics of the networkon different hardware
in order to measure the impact of this latter. We also wish to investigate the impact of
the number of power factor values. Indeed, nodes are only classified in two categories
(high or low battery level). What if we introduce an additional level? At last, we intend
to evaluate our algorithm in mobile environments.
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